MyriadStone
Interior Photos
Standard Volterra fireplace surround & hearth in our standard smooth roman finish.
Custom fireplace surround and custom hearth in our standard Tuscan finish.
Volterra fireplace surround with custom faux coloring in our standard Tuscan finish. Back wall is a field applied application over sheet rock, approximately 3/8 inch thick with cut and mortared joints to replicate stacked limestone blocks.
Custom fireplace surround in standard Tuscan finish. Surround is faux colored to enhance texture and add interest to design.
Custom Fireplace surround and hearth in standard smooth Roman Finish.
Standard Lemans fireplace surround and hearth in standard Tuscan finish.
Standard Volterra fireplace surround and hearth in standard Tuscan finish.
Custom MyriadStone fireplace surround and raised hearth with light weight cast MyriadStone arched picture frame accent.
Close up of custom fireplace and raised hearth.
Standard Lemans fireplace surround and hearth in Tuscan finish on stacked stone wall.
Custom MyriadStone fireplace mantel and corbels surrounded by natural limestone.
Custom MyriadStone fireplace mantel surrounded by stacked stone.
Custom MyriadStone range hood with cast light weight custom corbels and trims. Field applied application using cut mortar joints to replicate stacked stone blocks, custom faux coloring, 10 ft ceiling model.
Custom MyriadStone range hood with cast lightweight MyriadStone trims. Field applied application using cut mortar joints to replicate stacked stone blocks in standard Tuscan finish.
Custom MyriadStone range hood with cast light weight MyriadStone trims. Field application using cut mortar joints to replicate stacked stone blocks on upper section and smooth uncut finish on lower section.
Custom MyriadStone range hood with cast light weight MyriadStone trims. Field application using cut mortar joints to replicate stacked stone blocks on upper section and smooth uncut finish on lower section.
Custom MyriadStone range hood with cast lightweight MyriadStone trims and field applied Tuscan finish. Light faux colored finish to highlight texture and add interest with custom tile inlay.
Custom MyriadStone range hood with cast light weight MyriadStone trims in smooth roman finish.
Custom MyriadStone range hood with cast light weight MyriadStone trims and corbels. Field applied application using cut mortar joints to replicate stacked stone blocks, featuring a stone rubbed finish.
Custom MyriadStone range hood with cast light weight MyriadStone trims and a smooth field applied roman finish. Hood features a one piece combined bottom and center trim band.
Custom MyriadStone range hood with cast light weight MyriadStone trims. Hand applied and rubbed field finish, creating subtle light and dark areas.
Custom MyriadStone range hood with cast light weight MyriadStone trims. Hood features a smooth one piece lower stone look with an upper stacked block pattern in our standard roman finish.
Custom MyriadStone range hood with cast light weight MyriadStone trims. Hood features a stacked stone pattern, custom faux coloring, with optional cast decorative element upgrades.
Custom MyriadStone range hood with cast light weight MyriadStone trims. Combination smooth Roman lower finish and upper hand hewn stacked block pattern.
Custom MyriadStone range hood with cast light weight trims and corbels. Stacked block pattern, polished, and faux colored to enhance Tuscan texture.
Custom MyriadStone range hood with lightweight cast trims and corbels. Texture is our standard smooth roman finish.
Cast light weight MyriadStone columns, caps, bases, chair rail, and cornice elements. Field applied walls and ceiling with cut mortar joints to replicate different stone designs over a sheet rock sub strait. Individual stones are faux colored to replicate natural limestone.
Cast light weight MyriadStone window surround and shower cornice. Field applied stacked stone design on walls and shower over sheet rock and cement board sub straits. Finished with a high speed burnishing wheel. Shower interior is also coated and burnished to produce a protective high luster finish.
Product display booth of light weight MyriadStone trims on door surround, corners, cornice as well as fireplace surrounds. Wall application is a stacked stone design over EPS foam walls. Walls are finished with a high speed burnishing wheel used to create a burnished high luster finish.
Rear view of product display booth, same application as previous picture with the addition of a raised fireplace hearth and TV surround.
Close up of a cast light weight MyriadStone corbel displaying detail and custom faux color.
Exterior Photos
Custom field applied entry, featuring a stacked stone design applied over EPS foam.
Custom field applied application replicating stacked stone columns with cast MyriadStone caps.
Cast lightweight MyriadStone columns with bases and caps. Walls and ceiling are field applied with cut mortar joints and faux colored to replicate natural stacked limestone blocks.
Cast light weight MyriadStone column with standard Tuscan finish.
Cast lightweight MyriadStone window surrounds, columns, water table and custom egg and dart door surround. Field applied sun burst entry wall design, applied over stucco scratch and brown sub strait.
Custom 1 inch thick by 18” X 30” MyriadStone curved panels applied to rotunda. Field applied diamond pattern band on upper rotunda nestled between cast light weight MyriadStone curved trims. Custom field applied sun burst pattern on entry side walls with custom MyriadStone arched opening moldings. Applied over stucco base coat.
Cast light weight MyriadStone window lintels balcony trims and columns. Field applied sun burst pattern with smooth finish on window wall. Cast MyriadStone 1 inch by 30” by 18” panels on side wall. Corner panels are cast with 4” returns to produce effect of 4” stacked stone blocks.
MyriadStone arched entry moldings with custom egg and dart door surround. MyriadStone naturally produces a slight variance in color to effectively replicate naturally quarried limestone.
Cast light weight MyriadStone window lintels, sills, surrounds, columns, chimney cap trim and arched patio details. Chimney stack clad with 1” by 18” by 30” cast MyriadStone panels. All shapes and panels adhered to stucco scratch and brown coat.
Cast light weight custom MyriadStone lintel, sill, columns, and water table. Custom cast MyriadStone panels under water table adhered to stucco scratch and brown coat.
Cast light weight MyriadStone custom columns and arched entry.
Cast light weight MyriadStone TV picture frame detail, outdoor fireplace surround, and pony wall cast MyriadStone cap.
Cast light weight MyriadStone window with corbel surrounds, entry door with corbel surround, and oval window surround.
Arched cast light weight MyriadStone window surround adhered to stucco base coat.
Cast light weight MyriadStone arched window and door surrounds with different profiles adhered to stucco base coat.
Custom cast light weight MyriadStone columns with caps and bases.
Custom home remodel with cast light weight MyriadStone 4 inch thick blocks. Blocks are designed to replicate stacked natural limestone with color variation. Cast light weight MyriadStone window and door surrounds are also part of this application. Attached to cement board sub strait.
Light weight cast MyriadStone caps and bases, with field applied application over EPS meshed and base coated foam.
Commercial Photos
Cast light weight MyriadStone upper crown detail, colored to match cast stone window lintels and sills. Because of the light weight feature of cast MyriadStone the builder and architect were able to avoid additional building costs to support heavy cast stone. Light weight MyriadStone was also used for the sign.
Another view of the light weight MyriadStone crown molding that was used to reduce costs associated with the placement of heavy cast stone. Installation was achieved using a lift to set shapes on the scaffold. Shapes were picked up and placed by 2 men. Product attachment on the entire job was accomplished in a very short time.
Cast light weight MyriadStone columns and crown molding in a roman finish. Project has the appearance of real stone without the weight issue and installation problems of natural stone.
Another view of cast light weight MyriadStone columns and crown molding associated with previous picture.
Close up view of light weight MyriadStone Tuscan designed columns with a standard Roman finish.
Cast light weight MyriadStone shapes in a circular designed gazebo, with tapered columns in our standard roman finish.
Light weight MyriadStone decorative elements in a variety of shapes and sizes including columns, dental molding, banding etc.
Remodeling Photos
After

Fireplace remodel achieved by applying material over brick. Material cut shaped and polished to replicated stacked limestone.
Before
After remodel picture of cast light weight MyriadStone columns, field applied balcony support arches, and light weight cast crown trim. Cast light weight MyriadStone newel posts were installed over existing metal guard rail posts.
Before
After remodel picture of home with cast light weight MyriadStone window surrounds. Field applied on exterior wall using cut mortar joints and faux coloring to replicate natural limestone wall cladding.
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